VEB 10000
HOT ASPHALT READYMIX & RECYCLING UNIT

Uncompromised continuity of every mix ensures the product is ready to lay by hand or paver in 30 - 40 minutes.

VERSATILITY
Hot-Mix Asphalt on demand.
No more trips to or waiting in line at the asphalt plant.
Uniform 10 ton batch.
Ideal for recycling large breakout through to graded Asphalt planings and bagged material.

SIMPLE TO USE
An easy to use control panel mounted on the VEB Asphalt Recycler series needs only one operator.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Maintenance cycles at defined intervals ensure optimum efficiency.
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VEB 10000
Asphalt Recycling Unit (10 TON Drum Capacity)

All equipped with the following:-

- Mixing drum with internal lifters
- Loading hopper
- Fully certificated operating panel
- 24 volt external fittings
- 3 Phase internal motors
- Power generator
- Gearbox drive system
- Discharge chute
- BALTUR Recycling burner
- Burner limit safety switch
- Hydraulic discharge rams
- Internal heat vector system
- Infra Red pyrometer temperature monitoring with external display and management recording program
- Machine safety guarding
- H & S - Decals
- Larger discharge chute